How to Use the Care Guides Site

[http://careguides.med.umich.edu](http://careguides.med.umich.edu)

The Care Guides from Your Clinician site is for patients, families and the general public. The site includes videos, websites and handouts created or approved by Michigan Medicine clinicians.

**Searching Care Guides:**

1. **Option 1: Search for a Care Guide**
   General Topic/Keyword Search that searches for documents on the site
   - Type a search term and hit Enter or the Search button
   - Search terms can be either a keyword or several keywords
Option 2: Magnifying Glass Search

General Topic/Keyword Search that searches for pages and major headings on the site

- Type a search term and hit Enter
- Search terms can be either a keyword or several keywords.
Option 3: Browse by Topic or Medical Service

Scroll through headings and click on the **topic** or **medical service** you are looking for.